
$46
REL263 • 3” x 12” BULLET™ BLADe

Bullet™ Blades are elongated, rounded Bullet™ Blades are elongated, rounded 
blades designed to cut from all angles. Their 

unique shape and sharpening make 
side-to-side cutting easier and make slicing 

through wide beads of urethane a breeze.

$7
MS496 • Mini Scrapers 
Features an easy and safe blade 
change method and come with 
one single-edge razor blade. 
Package of 6.

$15
Arsenal™ Wallet
A lightweight compact wallet that protects your A lightweight compact wallet that protects your 
information. Features a money clip and RFID defense 
that blocks RFID signals used to wirelessly steal vital 
information from your wallet. Expandable side bands 
secure up to 12 cards and conveniently placed notch 
makes accessing your cards quick, easy and hassle free. 
Crafted out of the highest strength aluminum alloy, it’s 
durability should never be questioned.durability should never be questioned.

$29
EQUALIZER® TOOL FLAG TRUCKER HAT
Show off your pride and still hunt for your next 
removal with our Richardson 862 - Camo 
trucker snapback with embroidered 
Equalizer® Tool Flag. 
Also available in Green.Also available in Green.

$208 value

turn 
for more



$8
EMT221 • EQUALIZER® 
MICROFIBER TOWEL
Microfiber towels have a large surface Microfiber towels have a large surface 
area combined with an innovative 
design to trap moisture and absorb 
any water or spillages quickly and 
efficiently. The waffle weave provides 
an effective airflow to dry much 
quicker than other towels and stay 
fresher for longer.fresher for longer.

$3
Stalk Your next removal sticker
If don’t get the theme of this quarter’s box, here 
is a sticker to remind you. We always wish you a 
successful hunt for your next removal. 

$25
MHFP505 • MAGNETIC FENDER PROTECTOR With HOOKS
A slim magnetic fender protector which features 3 plastic A slim magnetic fender protector which features 3 plastic 
hooks to clip on your vehicle when working on a 
non-magnetic surface and a large center pocket to keep 
accessories close and secure. 42" x 17.5" overall 9.5" x 
10" pocket. Customize these with your own logo!

$208 
value


